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OUASI-MOLECULAR PROCESSES IN DENSE PLASMAS

STEPHEN M. YOUNGER
X-Division, Los Alamos National Laboratory

Los Alamos, Nbi 87545

ABSTRACT

Quasi-molecular phenomena occur in dense plasmas
when the interatomic spacing is comparable to the
characteristic wavelength of the electrons. If
the electronic states are bound, covalent orbitals
arise with different excitation energies,
radiative rates, and collisional rates than for
isolated ions. For continuum electrons, charge
localization near transient clusters of nuclei can
influence many scattering and transport processes,
We identify several novel consequences of quasi-
molecular phenomena in plasmas and give a possible
explanation of high energy features associated
with helium-like emissions 3ines observed in
recent inertial fusion experiments.

1. Introduction

The description of atomic processes in hot dense
plasmas has traditionally proceeded from one of two
perspecti,res, both of which are well represented in the
proceedings of this conference. In the first, detailed
information on the radiative and collisional properties of
isolated ions is used to solve for the time dependent level
populations and kinetics of the media via the solution of
the coupled rate equations connecting the states. Plasma
effects are included as a perturbation to the kinetics, both
as they change the individual rates and as limiters on the
types of processes that occur in the plasma. An example of
such a limiter is continuum lowering.

The second method commonly used to describe dense

plasmas is the average atom mode]. Here a self-consistent
model of a single atom {bound and free electrons} under
assumed plasma conditions is constructed and is taken as
representative of every ion in the plasma. Finite
temperature effects are approximated by distributing the
electron population over the eigenstates of the atomic
Hamiltonian according to a Fermi distribution. The
eigenfunctions of the average atom can be used to compute
radiative rates and other dynamic properties of the plasma.

In a hot dense plasma it is possible for two ions to
approach one another closely enough for there to be
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significant overlap between their atomic wavefunctions. The
electronic charge is shared between the colliding nuclei,

having molecular rather than atomic p1'operties. The

electronic properties of such transient quasi-molecules

differ substantially from those of isolated atoms. Energy
levels are shifted and oscillator s!rengths are perturbed.

Transitions whic_ are forbidden for atoms can be strong for
quasi-molecules. The direction and magnitude oi' the e_lergy
level shifts depend on the configuration. The n=2 states

are split, with the 2s level moving to lower total energy

and the 2p to higher energy, For n=3 atomic states,
however, the 3p state is trapped between the falling 3s and

the rising 3d, and changes little.
Quasi-molecular phenomena in dense plasmas are

analogies of the transition from insulator to conductor in
condensed matter. In disordered media this transition

occurs gradually as a function of increasing density.
Electrons are shared among increasing numbers of neighboring

atoms, forming local conduction bands which progressively

merge to increase the overall conductivity of the material.

In a plasma, an atomic orbital will be substantially
modified when a neighboring ion is sufficiently close that

its Coulomb ,votential is comparable to I, the ground state
i_nization energy. Since, in a collisionally dominated

plasma, an ion is typically stripped to where kT:I, quasi-
molecular phenomena are ubiquitous. The relative effect of

multi-atom structures on the macroscopic properties of the

plasma depends on the frequency of formation. Excited

orbitals will experience strong perturbations at lower
densities due to their larger spatial extend and lower

binding energy. This is the origin of continuum lowering.
For moderate temperature plasmas it is possible for

ions to move significant distances over the course of an
excited state lifetime. Thus a quasi-molecule may be

excited via electron, ion, or photon impact and, before

decay occurs, evolve into an ionic configuration where the
lower state has a different energy than the original

configuration. If the excitation energy is higher than the

decay energy, the excess will be retained in the electron

field, and may then be transferred to the ions, resulting in

increased ion temperature. The converse is also true. An

excitation followed by ionic motion into a configuration

with a higher excitation energy can, following decay, resull

il_ net ion cooling. Alternate]y, one may envision the

strongly coupled electron field evolving in time,

occasionally into excited states which can decay via
radiation or electron emission into bound states associated

with neighboring ion clusters with lower total energy

dens+ty. Such processes might contribute to non-radiative

energ?/ transport in dense plasmas.



A multi-atom collision results in a potential well much

deeper and wider than that associated with the component
ions. This compound potential can bind electrons at

densities and temperatures at which one would not expect any

atomic bound electrons. Similar phenomena affect scattering

processes. In electron collisions from positively charged
ions there is a "focusing" of the incident partial waves

near the atom which enhances their overlap with the target

wavefunction. This increased overlap dramatically changes

both the shape and magnitude of the cross section from what

obtains for neutral atoms. When two or more nuclei are in

close proximity the distortion of the potential is

increased, breaking the spherical symmetry of the ion-
electron interaction, and hence the adequacy of a single-

atom partial wave description of the cross section. If ion
collisions occur in a preferred direc, tion, as in a strong
shock wave, one might expecL charge localization to result

in asymmetries in electron conductivities across and along
the shock front.

Focusing effects can be partially mitigated by the
presence of plasma electrons which screen the attractive
nuclear potential. Cross section systemat:ics in a dense

plasma resemble neither those from ions nor those from
neutral atoms. The asymptotic boundary conditions in a

dense plasma correspond to a disordered medium.

2. Observations of Anomalous Line Broadening in Hot Dense

Plasmas

Recent implosion e_periments conducted at the

University of Rochester _ and at the Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory have revealed unusual high energy

features associated with the ls-2p transitions in hel]umlike

argon at very high density. It is possible that these

experiments are the first observations of quasi-molecular

processes in hot dense matter.

In the Rochester experiment, a hollow plastic capsule
with a pure argon fill was imploded to 40 g/cm _ and ?00 eV.

]n the LLNL experiment a capsule containing deuterium with

0 1 _tom percent argon was imploded to approximat.e]y 12
g>cm _ at a peak temperature of 1.7 keV. Both of the

experiments observed the helium]ike and hydrogenlike is-2p
transitions. The pure argon implosion at Rochester produced

a noticeable high energy wing on the helium]ike line. In

the LLNL experiment, a similar wi_,g grew in intensity durin_

the final phase of the implosion ur,t]] ils strength was

comparable to that of the main line.
Preliminary data from the ]nstitute of SpectroscoI,y,

Moscow, obtained with a Z-pincil several years ago, also



suggested anomalous line shapes at, high density. To my

knowledge, this data has never been published.
Theoretical modeling of the Rochester data is in

excellent agreement with experiment, save for some expect.ed
satellite transitions associated with lower ionization

states and an anomalous feature on the hig}, energy (blue)

side of the line. Although low energy satellites a l'e a

common occurrence in plasma spectroscopy, blue l'eatures are

unusual. There appear to be no energy levels associated

with a single argon ion which can account for the high

energy features observed in the experiments. The heliumlike
and hydrogenlike lines were observed during a considerable

time interval, but the blue feature only appeared late in

the implosion, and was most intense at peak compression
where both the density and the temperature were their

highest. 2

_irac-Fock calculations for the ]s -is2pRelativistic I +
transitions in Ar give excitation energies near 3130 eV,

consistent with the observations. Th_ rgdiative t_-_nsi}ion

;_es, for the h_½iumlike lines are A(*S-_P)=I.lxI01 s-_ andS-3p)=]°8xlO s- (Ref 4) An e_tiTate of the electron

collisional excitation rate for the S" P dipole allowed
ma with_electroll densitY0N_=(_

tra_itio_ for Ar in a plas _ 1 1 ' I01 _s-l.xlO cm- and temperature 1700 eV is Rc( S-- P)=3x

Thus the argon ions can be described by a collisional

radiative model in which excitations occur by electron

impact and deexcitations by photon emission. The mean radii

of the ls and 2p orbitals are rls=0.08 ao and r2p=().29 ao •

Consider first the Rochester' _xperiment. The argon

density is approximately 1 T_{e/cm , giving an effective
lattice cell size of d=(N i) -2.2 ao . Her'e N i is the ion
density. At such larRe separations one would not expect any

significan t. perturbation to the tightly bound heliumlike
atomic wavefunctions. Radiation should correspond to that

for a collection of isolated ions. The pure Coulomb

interaction between a pair of he]iumlike argons ions is
Vc=(Z )'(a.u )/r=7000/r eV, where r is the ionic separation
in atomic units. In a dense plasma opposing forces from

several nearest neighbors will partially balance. Thermal

fluctuations of order 700 eV (the Rochester ion temperature)

will not allow a close enough approach to affect the at.omit

orbitals. Note, however, th_ the3ions are surrounded I)y

electrons of density Ne_]0 . cre- The. Debye screening_3" C Ill
length is 61)=743(Te/N_) . with'T e ]n eV and Ne in cm
For density 0=40 g/cre" and T e 700 eV, 6D=1.2 ao . The
effective interaction p tential between the argon ions is

approximately V(r)=(Z*)_exp(-r'/6 D)/r. A 700 eV thermal
velocity will allow two ions to approach to within 1.6 ac).

An ion wit,h twice the average thermal velocity can approach

to within 1.2 a o • Mo]ecular calclllations of diatomic
helium]ike ay_orl demorlstrate that the excited energy levels



of the ions are significantly perturbed by the presence of a

neighbor at these distances. In particular, the e×citation
energy E(Is-2p) is increased b._'the interaction. The
extent of the energy shift will depend on the internuclear

distance ai the time of photon emission. For thermal

fluctuations one would expect a continuum feature which is

most intense at line center and decreases with increasing

p},oton energy (decreasing impact parameter). The slope oi"
the fall-off is sensitive to the ion temperature, suggesting

that it might be useful as a temperature diagnostic in

experiments involving hot dense plasma. Note that such

quasi-molecular wings could have important effects on the

opacity of dense matter, since they effectively fill in the

"valleys" between spectral lines.
Now consider the LLNL experiment. The argon density is

low enough that one may model isolated argon ions embedded

in a deuterium plasma. Even though for a fixed separation

the deuteron will be less effective at polarizin_ the
tightly bound electrons of Ar , it will approach much
closer owing to its small charge and high velocity. At 1.7

keV, thermal motion will allow a deuteron to approach to

within 0.26 ao of the argon nucleus, within the mean radius
of the 2p orbital.

We have concentrated on blue features, since they are

most conspicuous in both the Rochester and Livermore

experiments. Splitting of energy levels during close
collisions will result in some transitions moving to the

red. In this case, however, they become confused with the
It

strong satellite transitions occurring at lower energy.

is important to note that the transition probabilities
associated with quasi-molecular levels can be quite

differe t than those for isolated atoms, as has been shown

by Rose _. A detailed analysis is required iri order to
describe the relative intensity of the spectra] lines as a

function of density.

The formation of quasi-molecules is purely a result of

stochastic fluctuations within the plasma. The repulsion of

the nuclei, even after softening by electron screening, is

clearly much greater than any bonding mechanism. The
formation rate for quasi-molecular structures with bond

lengths small enough to affect radiative processes, can be..

estimated by taking the cross se_ion _c be (9=_r21)Z=sx]0 -I_
cm For an io_5density Ni=6xl0 "_ cm -° and a meah ther'mal_ 4

velocity v=gxl0 ao/S the collision rate is R=NiQv=2.2x]0 l
s- . This is much higher than the electron excitation rate

and is comparable to the radiative rate. Note that ionic

collisions themselves can produce quasi-molecular

excitations, contributing to the satellite intensity, ei_her

by impact excitation of a co][isioll partner or by collisior, s

involving one or more previously excited atoms.



lt is curious that although very strong blue features
were observed on the helium]ike line in both experiments,
little or no enhancement was noted ors the high energy side
of the hydrogenlike line. Increased nuclear charge alone is
insufficient to suppress a feature apparently so strong for'
the helium like line. It is possible that an as yet unknowrl
line broadening mechanism is responsible for the observed
blue wings on the heliumlike line, one that is dependent on
the electronic struct_Jre of the excited configuration. Even
if this is so, howevel _, quasi-molecular effects will still 6
result in the formation of band structures in dense matter

and will have an important effect on transport processes.

The later has recently been demonstrated il) large scale
calculations of diffusion in dense helium." Even lal-ger

effects are expected for transport processes involving
electrons.

There is an urgent need for additional high resolution

spectroscopy experiments to resolve competing explanations

of blue wings in dense plasmas. High density implosions are

only one way of achieving the necessary conditions for

quasi-molecular processes to occur. Strong shock waves in
solid materials can result in excitations to perturbed

states which would be visible in spectroscopic observations

of shock breakout from the surface, making quasi-molecular"

effects accessible even to small laser facilities.

3. Summary

Quasi-molecular processes occur in plasmas when the

temperature and density are high enough that there is

frequently significant overlap amon_ the wavefunctions of

several adjacent atoms. Bound states assume a molecular

form, with different excitation and decay probabilities thar_
isolated ions. Transitions which are weak or forbidden for

isolated atoms can be important in quasi-molecules.
Continuum processes such as electron heat conduction carl be
substantially modified due to the presence of deep
collective potential wells associated with t1'ansient ion
clusters.
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